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Precision with a Purpose
Precision Soil Sampling & VRA
Lime and Fertilizer Solutions
Precision Soil Sampling & VRA Lime and
Fertilizer Solutions Can Fulfill The Following
Purposes In Your Farming Operation.


Place The Right Product, In The Right Place, At The Right Rate,
At The Right Time.



Control Variability: Soil can vary greatly across a field due to soil types,
combining smaller fields into larger ones, old barn sites in or near fields,
variable yield and crop nutrient removal, application of manure at
inconsistent rates, and blanket rates of fertilizer and lime.



Maximize Your Yield: Place the product that would typically be wasted
on areas of the field that need built up. In return you will see more yield in
those area and better uniformity across the field.



Relieve The Stress: By using Precision Soil Sampling & VRA Lime and
Fertilizer you will always know what every area of your field needs and
you will never have to question your fertilizer and lime programs.



Soil Samples pulled on 2.5
acre grid using GPS and an
automated soil probe



Every 5th sample includes a
micro nutrient analysis.



Maps showing where the
sample was pulled along
with P, K, K Sat, pH, BpH,
OM, and CEC Maps.



Recommendations for 3
years after samples are
pulled.



All maps and Rx
recommendations on a CD.

Protect The Environment: Precision Soil Sampling & VRA Lime and
Fertilizer ensures correct rates are applied to all areas of a field. This
reduces rates where excess product is not needed.





Reduce Waste: If you place a product in an area that doesn’t need it,
you are wasting money on that product.



Ag Info Tech Precision Sampling
Program

More Savings: Ag Info Tech’s 77,000
acre study shows a savings per acre of
$21.90 for VRA Lime, $12.90 for VRA Phosphate, and $5.94 for VRA Potash.

Return On Investment

AgLeader Integra and Versa can
be used for VRA.

Total VRA Savings
for Lime, Phosphate,
and Potash.

Cost of Precision
Soil Sampling

= ROI

$40.74/acre

$12.00/acre

$28.74/acre

This does not account for any
yield gain by putting more
fertilizer in low fertility areas.

240% ROI

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
Assisted Steering
Solutions
Assisted Steering Solutions Can Fulfill The
Following Purposes In Your Farming Operation.


Increased Efficiency: By reducing overlap, running later at night and
turning quicker on the ends.



Reduce Operator Fatigue: By eliminating the need to focus on driving
without overlapping or leaving skips, the stress on the operator is greatly
reduced as compared to a non-assisted steering operation .



Satisfaction: Seeing straight rows each time you drive by the field to



Compatible with the Ag
Leader Compass, Versa and
Integra Displays

equipment and the job that you are performing vs. focusing on where to
drive.



Works with most brands of
GPS

Reduce Overlap: Assisted steering, coupled with the free WAAS signal,



Kits for several vehicles.

check your crops is proof of a job well done.




Ag Leader Ontrac3

Focus On The Job: Assisted steering allows you to focus on the

can steer you through the field within 6 to 8 inches of where you need to
be 95% of the time. This greatly reduces overlap and inputs in your farming operation.


Protecting The Environment: By greatly reducing overlap of inputs.



More Profit:
-GPS.Gov says that by adding guidance you can increase your
productivity by 10% per day.
-Iowa State University did a study showing that the average overlap in
a tillage operation is 7% . A 2’ overlap on a 30’ tillage tool is 6.6%.

Trimble EZ Pilot


Works with the Trimble
CFX750, FmX and the TMX
Displays.



Kits for several vehicles.

-GPS.Gov states that GPS guidance saves 7% to 10% of fertilizer and
pesticides by not overlapping.

Return On Investment
7% fewer acres of
Vertical Tillage at
$14.00 per acre =

7% reduction of
fertilizer at $60 acre.

7% reduction of
Herbicide at
$25/acre

$.98/acre

$5.60acre

$1.75/acre

= Savings per/acre Acres before an ROI
on an Ag Leader
Compass, GPS 6000
& Ontrac3

$8.33/acre

831 acres

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
RTK Auto Steer
Solutions
RTK Auto Steer Solutions Can Fulfill The
Following Purposes In Your Farming Operation.


All the Benefits of Assisted Steering, Increased Productivity,
Reduced Operator Fatigue, Satisfaction & Focusing On The Job.



Reduce Overlap: RTK Auto Steer coupled with the free ODOT VRS
signal will steer you through the field within 1” of where you need to be
95% of the time. This virtually eliminates overlap in your farming operations.



Ag Leader SteerCommand


Compatible with the Ag
Leader Compass, Versa and
Integra Displays

Strip Till: RTK Auto Steer will allow you to strip till with a 12 row strip till



Kits for several vehicles.

rig and plant with a 24 row. It also allows you to plant right on top of the
fertilizer band that you placed with the strip till rig.



Transfers easily.

Residue Management: Plant your corn with RTK and the next year
plant your soybeans 7 inches to the side of the old corn row.





Protecting The Environment: RTK auto steer not only helps you
eliminate wasteful overlap, it can also help you keep more residue on the
soil surface by not disturbing old residue and by banding fertilizer you can
reduce your rates 20% to 30% or more.



More Profit:
-GPS.Gov says that by adding guidance you can increase your
productivity by 10% per day.
-Customers tell us that a 2% to 4% reduction on a planting operation is
a typical savings from RTK.

Trimble Auto Pilot


Works with the Trimble
EZ-Guide 500, CFX750, FmX
and the TMX Displays.



Kits for several vehicles.



Transfers easily

-GPS.Gov states that GPS guidance saves 7% to 10% of fertilizer and
pesticides by not overlapping.

Return On Investment
3% less seed per
acre at a cost of
$105 per acre =

3% less starter
fertilizer at $36 acre.

3% less acres to
plant at $22/acre
planting cost.

= Savings per/
acre

$3.15/acre

$1.08/acre

$.66/acre

$4.89/acre

Acres before an ROI
on an Ag Leader
Integra, RTK GPS 6500
& SteerCommand

3,507 acres

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
Planter Performance Monitoring
& vSet Meter Solutions
Planter Performance Monitoring & vSet Meter Solutions
Can Fulfill The Following Purposes In Your Farming Operation.


Peace of Mind: Planter Performance Monitoring solutions give you a
virtual look at how your planter is performing.



Maximize Performance: Allows you to see problems with your seed
meters while planting so you can make the necessary corrections.





Better Seed Spacing: Using Precision Plantings patented designed vSet
Meters out perform factory vacuum meters by 1.7% better singulation.

Planter Performance Monitoring
Solutions

More Profit:



Ag Leader Integra



Precision Planting 20/20



Trimble CFX750, FmX &

- Ohio State University shows that for every 1% increase in singulation
you can increase your yield by 3 bu./acre.
- Our data concurs with that statement.

Precision Planting vSet Meter

An Ag Info Tech Study of 34,000 acres

Return On Investment



The best singulation
available



Outstanding reliability



Easy to maintain

1.7% better
singulation

= Yield Increase

X Price of Corn

= Profit per/acre

X 3 bu./acre /%

5.1 Bu./acre

$3.50/bu.

$17.85 acre

Acres planted
before an ROI on a
16 Row Planter

645 acres

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
Planter Variable Rate Population
Control Solutions
Planter Variable Rate Population Control Solutions Can
Fulfill The Following Purposes In Your Farming Operation.


Maximize Your Yield: Variable Rate Control allows you to plant corn at
higher populations in the good areas of the field that need higher
populations to maximize your yield.







Reduce Your Rates: Variable Rate Control allows you to plant corn at
lower populations in the poor areas of the field that can not benefit from
higher populations.

Trimble Rawson Planter Drive

Relieves The Stress: By creating variable rate seeding prescriptions



Hydraulic Drive

you can load them in the display and sit back and let it do the work for
you.



These will work on most all
planters and all meters



Smooth operation and quick

More Profit:
- A 2 year study with one of Ag Info Tech’s customers showed an
average yield advantage in corn of 4 bu. /acre and an average
advantage in soybeans of 1.5 bu./acre.

Precision Planting vDrive

Return On Investment
By planting 36K in
the green areas and

28K in the red we
can increase yield!



Electric drive



Acts like a clutch as well



Curve compensation



Each row is driven
individually

= Yield Increase

X Price of Corn

= Profit per/acre

4 Bu./acre

$3.50/bu.

14.00 acre

Acres planted
before an ROI on a
16 Row Planter

797 acres

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
Individual Row Planter
Section Control
Individual Row Clutches Can Fulfill The
Following Purposes In Your Farming Operation.


Save On Seed: These clutches will shut off the seed flow one row at a
time when the row unit gets into an area that has already been planted.



Increased Yield: By not double planting in the headlands and point
rows, yields will be increased since they are not overpopulated.







Increase Productivity: By utilizing these clutches to automatically
shutoff individual rows when in point rows or in the headlands, you can
continue to plant through the headlands and lower the planter
immediately after your turn without worrying about wasting seed.
Minimize Stress: Let the display tell you when to lift the planter and
quit planting. It knows exactly when to shut the rows off. When you see
all rows off, just lift planter and turn.

Ag Leader SureStop Clutch


Electric clutch



Maintenance Free

More Profit:
Average seed savings from individual row clutch control is 4% to 5%.
We have had customers say they had savings between 2% and 8%
depending on field size and shape.
Typical yield loss in areas
that are double planted
is 20%

Trimble Tru Count Clutch


Air Clutch



Meter or Shaft Mount

We have had customers
report that they believe
they have experienced
losses as high as 50% due
to double planting.
Precision Planting vDrive



Return On Investment
4% Seed Savings @
$280 a bag and
34,000 population

20% Yield Increase
on the 4% double
planted

X3.50 Corn

$4.76 acre

1.4 Bu./acre

$4.90 acre

Individual electric motor
drive that acts like a clutch

Acres planted
before an ROI on a
16 Row Planter

1,450 acres

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
Using All Planting
Solutions Together
Summary Of All Of These Solutions Being
Implemented On Your Planting Operation.


Save On Seed: Variable Rate , RTK Auto Steer and Individual Row
Clutches are all solutions that will help you save on seed.



Increased Yield: Hydraulic Down Force Control, Variable Rate
Population, Individual Row Clutches and vSet meters will all help you
increase your yield substantially.





Utilizes tank mixes for
detailed spray reports.



Controls up to 5 products
simultaneously.

Increase Productivity: Auto Steer, Individual Clutch Control and
Hydraulic Downforce Control will help you plant more acres per day.



Ag Leader Direct Command

Minimize Stress: Auto Steer, Planter Performance Monitoring,
Individual Row Clutch Control, Variable Rate Population Control and
Hydraulic Downforce Control all help relieve stress and assure that every
planter pass was the absolute best that it could be.



More Profit:
- RTK Auto Steer

$ 4.89 acre

- Planter Performance & vSet Meters

$17.85 acre

- Variable Rate Population Control

$14.00 acre

Trimble Field IQ

- Individual Row Clutches

$ 9.66 acre



- Hydraulic Downforce Control

$38.50 acre

Creates spray reports for
every spray job.



Controls up to 48 sections

Return On Investment
Kinze 16 row
planter and a New
Holland Tractor

Cost for all of the
above solutions

$58,000

= Profit per/acre

$84.90 acre

Acres planted
before an ROI on a
16 Row Planter

683 acres

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
Sprayer Automatic Section &
Rate Control Solutions
Sprayer Automatic Section & Rate Control Solutions
Fulfill The Following Purposes In Your Farming Operation.


Minimize Overlap: Automatic Section Control greatly reduces the
amount of areas that are double sprayed in the headlands, point rows
and around waterways.



Keeps Your Rate Consistent: As you speed up and slow down you
need to constantly be adjusting your sprayers output to keep a consistent
rate. Automatic rate control systems keep your rate right on target, ensuring that you are applying your herbicides and fertilizers correctly.





Utilizes tank mixes for
detailed spray reports.



Controls up to 5 products
simultaneously.

Reduces Stress: With todays 90’ and 120’ booms it is next to
impossible know when a boom section needs to be turned on or turned
off. Automatic section control does that for you all automatically, thus
reducing the operator stress level while performing a more accurate application.



Ag Leader Direct Command

Keep You In Compliance: Accurate record keeping of pesticide applications is the law. Our displays can help keep you in compliance with
their detailed spray reports that they produce.



Reduces Your Impact On The Environment: By greatly reducing
the amount of the field that is applied at a 2X rate automatic section
control is very beneficial to the environment.



More Profit:
- Our customers estimate a 4 to 10% savings in their fertilizer and
pesticides from automatic section control on a sprayer.
- When certain herbicides are double applied it has a negative impact
on your yield.

Trimble Field IQ


Creates spray reports for
every spray job.



Controls up to 48 sections

Return On Investment
Savings of Herbicide
& Fertilizer

Cost of 20 gal of
28% and Herbicide
on a Corn Pre
Emerge Application.

= Savings Per/Acre

Acres sprayed
before an ROI on a
Sprayer

6%

$62.50 /acre

$3.75 acre

1,892 acres

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
Sprayer Automatic Boom Height
Control Solutions
Sprayer Automatic Boom Height Control Solutions Fulfill
The Following Purposes In Your Farming Operation.


Minimize Drift: Keeping your boom height is critical to controlling drift.
If your booms are to high the product slows down and can get carried
away even with the slightest of winds. Automatic boom height control
helps



Keeps Your Spray Pattern Consistent: Spray nozzles are designed to
be used a certain height above the target. If they get to high above the
target drift can occur, too low and you can get streaking.





Utilizes tank mixes for
detailed spray reports.



Controls up to 5 products
simultaneously.

Reduces Stress: With todays 90’ and 120’ booms it is next to
impossible know when a boom section needs to be raised or lowered.
Automatic section control does that for you all automatically, thus
reducing the operator stress level while performing a more accurate
application.



Ag Leader Direct Command

Avoid Costly Damage: Your boom just has to hit the ground for a split
second to get bet and to incur costly repairs. Auto boom height control
will help keep those booms at the proper height greatly reducing the
chance of running it into the ground.



Protect The Environment: By keeping the boom at the proper height
you greatly reduce the amount of drift and the amount of areas getting a
2X to 10X rate from being too close to the target.



More Profit:

Trimble Field IQ

- Greater efficiency out of your herbicide.



Creates spray reports for
every spray job.



Controls up to 48 sections

-Less repairs on the boom from hitting the ground.

Return On Investment

I don’t have any numbers on this, but it fulfills these purposes:
Minimize Drift

Protect the
Environment

Avoid Costly
Repairs

Reduce
Stress

Consistent
Pattern

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
Using All Spraying
Solutions Together
Summary Of All Of These Solutions Being
Implemented On Your Spraying Operation.


Minimize Inputs: Auto steer and automatic section control reduce the
amount of overlap that you incur. The on the go infrared sensors will
help reduce the amount of fertilizer that is over applied.



Minimize Drift: The automatic boom height control will greatly help
you reduce the amount of drift that you have.



Ag Leader Direct Command

Increase Yield: Your yield will increase due to placing the extra
nitrogen on poorer areas of the field as well as from not being applied
twice with herbicides.



Minimize Stress: Auto Steer, automatic section, boom height and rate



Utilizes tank mixes for
detailed spray reports.



Controls up to 5 products
simultaneously.

control all help relieve stress and assure that every sprayer pass was the
absolute best that it could be.


Reduce Your Impact On The Environment: By minimizing
your overlap and drift as well as applying the right rate you are reducing
the impact on the environment.



More Profit:
- Assisted steering

$ 1.75 acre

- Automatic Rate & Section Control

$ 3.75 acre

- Automatic Boom Height Control

$ ?.?? acre

Trimble Field IQ

- On the go Infrared Sensors

$ 38.73acre



Creates spray reports for
every spray job.



Controls up to 48 sections

Return On Investment
Equipping a self
propelled sprayer
with all the above
technology.

Cost for all of the
above solutions

= Profit per/acre

$31,045

$44.23

Acres sprayed
before an ROI

701 acres

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
Water Management
Solutions
Water Management Solutions Can Fulfill The
Following Purposes In Your Farming Operation.


Control Water: Apply tile to your fields to remove unwanted water
effectively and minimize wet spots. We craft our designs to remove 3/8”
of water per day at the minimum.



Confidence: We will know if the tile design will work before entering the
field. We can also determine exactly how the water flows through the use
of our tile design program.





Ag Info Tech Field Drainage Tile
Survey & Design Service

Maximize Your Yield: A properly tiled field will increase your yield



especially in areas that typically drain poorly. Our Water Management
Solutions promote better root development, decrease denitrification,
reduce soil compaction, and influence uniform emergence.

Survey your field using our
RTK equipped UTV



Create a design that will
work best with your field

Relieves The Stress: Knowing that your fields are well drained reduces



Export the design to your
display

the stress that a wet year brings. Our Water Management Solutions also
allow you to get back into the field quicker after heavy rain.


Understand All Aspects: We will sit down with you and come up with
a design that will work best for your field.



More Savings: With today’s technology it is easier than ever to install
your own tile and with the
help our tile survey and
design services your solution
to Water Management will
save valuable time and
money.

Intellislope Tile Plow Control
System


Return On Investment
Pull Type Soil - Max
Gold Digger 4”

GPS Equipment
Installed

Average Contractor
Price/Acre

Eliminates the need for
laser surveying equipment
and manual grade
calculations.

Acres tiled before an ROI.

100 acres
$31,650

$21,645

$533.61/acre

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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Precision with a Purpose
Grain Storage Management
Solutions
Grain Storage Management Solutions Can Fulfill
The Following Purposes In Your Farming Operation.


Monitor: Our Grain Storage Management solutions allow you to monitor
and control your grain quality, as well as monitor and improve your
temperature and moisture anywhere with an internet connection.



OPI Blue

Improve Performance: OPI Pro allows you to integrate a weather



24/7 Wireless Grain
Management using the free
OPI Blue App



Temperature & Moisture
Monitoring



Can be plugged into your
existing bin cabling or
purchased as a new system.

station to only operate the fans when it is economical.


Protection: Your grain is your livelihood. Our system will protect the
grain that you worked hard to produce.



Relieves The Stress: Our Grain Storage Management solutions give you
the ability to monitor and control your grain bins from the palm of your
hand, presenting you with the peace of mind that your grain is stored
safely and correctly.



Prevention: Prevent spoilage of your grain with on-screen, audio, visual,
text message or e-mail alarm notifications sent to your desktop or wireless
device.

Return On Investment
4 Bin 150,000 Bu.
System



More Profit: Ensure the highest possi-

OPI Blue
Monitoring

Over - Drying to
13% rather than 15%

This does not account for savings
in drying costs.

Time to Payback:
$30,000

$12,000/year

2.5 years

For ROI numbers on your specific farming operation please contact one of our Precision Ag Consultants
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